Charging:
The battery requires a full charge before it's first use
and can take up to two hours until fully charged.
When in use, the red light flashes rapidly three times,
the battery needs charging. Use the included USB cable
or remove the battery and charge through a separate Liion 18350 wall charger.

Warranty:
The device carries a one-year limited warranty from the
purchase date. The warranty can only be claimed by the
original owner of the device.
We do not warranty glass parts or if the device is
physically damaged.
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Introduction

Items included:

The TRIO III is a true all-in-one vaporizer, built for dry

1 TRIO Ill
1 Dry Herb Chamber

herb, concentrates, CBD oils, and E-liquids. The built-in

1 USB cable
1 18350 battery
1 Cleaning brush

1 Concentrate Chamber

smart chip recognizes which of the three included long

1 CBD Atomizer Connector

life atomizers you’ve chosen, whether the glazed

1 Screw nut

aluminum herb chamber, the ceramic wax chamber, or

1 Glass mouthpiece

1 User manual

1 Carrying case
1 Packing tool

the CBD atomizer, and auto sets the appropriate
heating mode.
The TRIO III features an isolated air path design, 3
interchangeable heating chambers, a removable
battery, and more.
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Technical Specifications:

User Guide:

Size: 76×56×24 mm
Battery voltage: 4.2 V
Three temperature settings:

1. Open the magnetic front panel.
2. Load or replace the 18350 battery.
3. Unscrew the mouthpiece to insert or replace a
heating chamber.
4. Load botanical flowers or concentrate into the
appropriate chamber(or top load while the chamber is
in the TRIO III.)
5. Place the chamber into the TRIO III(the white ring
will flash 2x to indicate chamber recognition.)
6. For flowers and concentrate, screw the mouthpiece
back onto the device.
7. For 510 thread CBD and E-liquid atomizers, screw
on the 510 thread connector, use the round coin-like
Screw nut to tighten, and then insert your cartridge.
8. Press the power button 5 times to turn on the
device, and the LED light will flash 3 times.
9. Press the button 2 times to rapidly change
temperature values: 170°C, 190°C or 210°C.

170°C(333°F)
190°C(374°F)
210°C(410°F)
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For Dry Herb:

1. Press the button for 3 seconds and release to start
D-Glass tube
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Mouthpiece thread

heating. The power ring LED will blink.
2. After a moment or two, start drawing and enjoy.
Press the button 2 times to rapidly change
temperature values:
Blue LED: 170°C{338°F)
Green LED: 190°C{374°F)
Red LED: 210°C{410°F)

Herb Atomizer-
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For Concentrate:

1. Press and HOLD the button to heat, up to 30 seconds,
--Glass tube
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to indicate auto shut off.
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Wax Atomizer -

before the white power ring LED flashes rapidly five times
2. To continue heating, repeat step 1.

Mouthpiece thread

Press the button 2 times to rapidly change temperature
values:
Blue LED: 170°C{338°F)

...

Green LED: 190°C{374°F)
Red LED: 210°C{410°F)
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For CBD or E-Liquid:

·-CBDAtomim
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1. Screw on the CBD connector and tighten with the
round coin-like Screw nut.
2. Screw on a 510 thread CBD or E-liquid atomizer.
3. Press and HOLD the button to heat, up to 30
seconds before the white power ring LED flashes
rapidly 5x, to indicate auto shut off.
4. To continue heating, repeat step 3.

�- Adapter Fix thread
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Cleaning:
For the Dry herb chamber, unscrew the mouthpiece,
then remove and sweep out the chamber with the
Cleaning Brush or a cotton swab.

CBD Atomizer Adapter

For the Wax chamber, unscrew the mouthpiece, then
remove and swab out the chamber with a cotton swab
dipped in alcohol, and follow up with a brief burn-off.
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Separate the mouthpiece and swab clean. Soak the
metal screen in alcohol if oil builds up.
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